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PAT T E R N S
B O O K  O F  E M B R O I D E RY:  1 5 3 4

by Johan Schartzenberger, Woodcutter of augSpurg

This work is a reprint of the very rare facsimile of Ein Formbuchlein Johan Schartzenber ger 
Augsburg 1534, one of the earliest pattern studies, the earliest known to be cataloged being 

dated 1524. This collection was the first in a series of facsimiles of works on lace and ornament 
undertaken by Emmanuel Bocher, in Paris in 1882, a period of intense interest in the revival of the 
needle arts.

These pattern books were originally produced for  the ladies within the societies higher social circles 
and designed to teach sewing, embroidery and design. The originals, printed from wood blocks, 
represented a major step in the recording and dissemination of designs. Without copyright protection, 
patterns would wander from publisher to publisher and country to country and would become an 
integral part of Europe’s cultural heritage.

This current work was a departure form the earlier collections, consisting entirely of  border patterns 
as appropriate for silk and gold thread embroidery and applique

With inspiration inspired by organic forms from nature and mythology.

Abegg writes of this work:

“In his first book of 1534 (Lotz 9) Johann Schwartzenberger rhymed the names of stuffs and 
stitches and stated that his patterns could be used in any land if looked at with understanding. 
The words geschnierlet and geboglket show that these patterns were intended for borders 
of appliqued cloth. The large white patterns on black ground could be effectively outlined in 
braids or cords but at the same time they were suitable for platt-stickerey (flat embroidery). 
There is also a design for the so-called “counterchanges”, patterns in which the black area 
forms the same design as the white. The design would be cut from velvet or silk, applied, and 
edged by a cording of silk or of gold thread.”

While conceived primarily as patterns for needlework, contemporary paintings and costume 
found use of these patterns in decorating armor, designs in woven silk, and painted and 

carved borders on picture frames and furniture. 

The original collection was published as unnumbered plates, printed back to back and contained 
unmounted in a brown cloth portfolio decorated in black and gilt. The patterns were printed in a 
reddish-brown color, presumably matching the original. 
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The original portfolio is titled LIVRES A DENTELLES, No 1 with frontispiece: 

LIVRES A DENTELLES & DESSINS D’ORNAMENTS 
Reproduits & publies par 

AMAND-DURAND
SOUS LA DIRECTION DE EMMANUEL BOCHER 

MDCCCLXXCII

The portfolio concludes with:
Gedruckt in der Kaiserlichen Reichstatt,

Augspurg, durch Johan Schartz-
enberger. Formschneyder. 1534
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Title page from 1882 facsimile edition
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